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Greetings CSA members!
These shorter days and cooler night time temperatures have us
racing. We’re finalizing our next season’s garlic plan and ordering
seed to expand production. Bike Week was a smashing success thanks to all who were able to pedal out and participate! The
kitchen is full of blurping crocks, jars, and tubs of lacto-fermenting
everything (and I mean everything, but mostly cukes: cucumbers,
carrots, kimchi, more cucumbers, and a bucket of black pepper
tarragon cukes too). We took a busman’s holiday and scooted
down to our friends, Beth and Nathan and their beautiful
biodynamic farm Meadowlark Hearth in Scottsbluff, NE this
weekend for their annual seed festival. We learned some new seed
cleaning techniques and did a little Virginia Reel line dancing and
foot stomping to thresh dry beans and black garbanzos. When we
arrived, Beth was seated under a tree, cutting through buckets of
Shinokiwa cucumbers, saving seed and piling up the over-ripe
cuttings for the pigs. This is where we sourced our cucumber seed
- the cukes that have been doing so well and feeding us plenty - it
was a treat to get to see that part of the process.
On the way home, we had the opportunity to learn how to patch a
flat car tire when the Saturn met with a 2½” metal
spike/shard/spear on the train crossing near Toadstool Geologic
Park, but far from everything else. With a low-on-air spare, we
stopped at the closest ranch house and met Mr. Fox who just
happened to have not only the world’s best suspenders, but also
all the tools and know-how to remedy our tire situation. We were
both struck dumb with awe and gratitude, and we’re sending Mr.
Fox of Toadstool Park Road a care package.

new and last fall lettuce planting in the field
hops harvested and drying

This week’s share
1 bunch Swiss chard (1/2 lb Better Beta Mix)
2.5 oz. basil (Genovese)
sage
3 summer squash (Mutabile, Costata Romanesco)
3 Yellow Crookneck
1 bunch scallions (Evergreen Hardy Bunching)
2 jalapenos
2 heads garlic (Chesnok Red)
5 cucumbers (Shintokiwa)
9 oz. tomatoes
4 lbs potatoes (French Fingerling)
sunflowers!

Week 13- September 10, 2015

seed cleaning with Nathan and Clint at
Meadowlark Hearth
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a guide to your cherry tomatoes

happy birds on pasture; we’re butchering this weekend

Jeremy’s cucumber basil salad We feasted on this for lunch this afternoon - devine.
3 cucumbers, sliced lengthwise in ¼s, then in ¼-inch chunks
a handful of basil, chopped
5 cloves garlic, chopped
scant 1 tsp salt
2 tsp lemon juice
1 tsp olive oil
Mix/toss ingredients, enjoy as refreshing side salad.
Basil Salt. This is such a clever way to preserve your summer basil for use all winter long. Basil salt is great
to add to anything from marinara sauce, sprinkled on fresh slices of cucumber, soups, lasagna, bruschetta,
pizza, you name it. All you need is a ½ cup of basil and ½ cup of kosher salt. Put these in a blender until well
pured. Spread out the basil-salt gloop evenly on a baking tray and bake for 20 minutes in a 225 deg oven
(or use a dehydrator). Once it’s dry, put this all back into the blender (make sure the blender is dry) until it’s
ground into a fine salt powder. Store in an air-tight jar. This will keep for a long, long time.
Incorporating Biodynamics at Cycle Farm
Biodynamics is a method and philosophy of organic farm management (frequently described as ”beyond
organic”) that views the farm as an interconnected whole, or as a complete organism. This is not just in
regards to aspects of the farm connected to each other (ie vegetable wastes into compost, animals’ roles in
nutrient cycling), but also how the farm relates to the farmer, the community, planet Earth, the sun and
other cosmic influences. We began studying biodynamics our first year on the farm and found it resonated
well with our whole farm goals and vision for land stewardship using nature as a guide. Since then, we’ve
been progressively incorporating more biodynamic practices into the management of our farm. We use
the Stella Natura planting calendar and BD preparations 500, and 502-507. Biodynamics is often perceived
as having some pretty goofy, on-the-fringe elements to it (lunar planting calendars and creepy-sounding
preparation ingredients - valarian, horsetail, stag rumen and horn silica, etc.), however one of the most
powerful components and what we appreciate most about biodynamics is its emphasis on observation
and deliberate decision making in the context of the whole farm. One of the intents of biodynamic
practice is producing food that provides the very best nutritional value. This is extraspecially important to
us as CSA farmers feeding our community. This is the whole point afterall: providing delicious, nourishing
food for our neighbors while stewarding healthy land. We are certainly still learning, but we’re jazzed about
this and would love to share; if you are interested in learning more about biodynamics or any of our farm
practices, just let us know.
Happy bounty!
Your farmers, Trish and Jeremy

